Terms & Guidelines
Dear Contributors, please take a moment to go over the information written bellow. This serves
as a release form.

Upon submitting I agree to allow Eccentric Edge magazine and it's representatives the nonexclusive right to use and publish any portion of, or all of, my submission(s), including but not
limited to; short stories, poems, essays, commentaries, interviews, lyrics, jokes, and or
any submissions including photographs, images of painting, images of my design(s),
and/or drawings for their magazine publication.
1. I am the sole owner and copyright holder of the submission/s and have the right to allow EE!
magazine to publish my submissions without infringing on the ownership or copyright of others.
2. I understand that EE! magazine has no control over who might read the magazine, or the
amount of readers.
3. I understand that EE! magazine has no involvement, legal or otherwise, with any submission
that I have not cleared the rights for.
4. I understand that EE! magazine may need to edit my submission(s). I agree to allow EE!
magazine and it's representatives the right to digitize, correct error, reproduce, alter, shape
and size my submission(s), add text and otherwise modify my photographs or writings to fit its
publication.
5. I understand that EE! Magazine may or may not use my submission(s), may decide to use
only a portion of my submission(s) or may decide to use my submission(s) in future issues
and but by entering into this agreement I have given EE! magazine the option to use the
submission/s in any way that they deem fit.
6. I understand that the only compensation for my submissions to EE! magazine will be
exposure in various digital and print media associated with the release of EE! magazine, and
credits for my work.
7. I understand that the amount of exposure will be at the sole discretion of EE! magazine and
its representatives.
8. If I choose to not receive credit I must email EE! magazine that request along with my
submission.
9. I understand that once a submission is made it cannot be withdrawn.
10. Submitting does NOT relinquish your rights to your work. Ownership and copyrights remains
with the contributors.
I release EE! magazine, licensees, and successors from any claims that may arise regarding
the use or the publishing of any of my submissions in EE! Magazine that may come from any
third party unknown to EE! magazine that may have rights to any part of my submissions that
was not previously disclosed in writing.
I understand that by choosing to submit that I agree to the terms of this agreement.

